
A cornerstone of Breadth of Hope’s
services involves an assessment process
that discerns whether the cre-
ation of a new non-profit
entity is warranted or
if collaboration with
existing organiza-
tions presents a
more opportune
path. Through
comprehensive
analysis and strate-
gic acumen, the firm
guides clients in making
informed decisions, opti-
mizing resource allocation,
and fostering synergistic
partnerships where feasible.

For aspiring founders entering into 
establishing a new non-profit, Breadth of
Hope offers an extensive suite of services.
Guiding these visionaries through the 

intricate process of conceptualization and
establishment, assisting in crafting mission

and vision statements, devel-
oping board of directors’

job descriptions, metic-
ulously assessing and

i n t e r v i e w i n g
prospective board
members, and craft-
ing essential gov-
erning documents

and policies.

Furthermore, for
established non-profits

seeking to fortify their
operational frameworks,
Breadth of Hope delivers

tailored solutions — including conducting
in-depth assessments of existing boards,
facilitating strategic onboarding, and
deploying effective recruitment strategies
to enhance board effectiveness. Services

also encompass a comprehensive analysis
of donor landscapes, robust donor
development strategies, board trainings,
strategic marketing and communication
plans, and annual strategic planning,
ensuring sustained growth and impact.

Lizette Epps’ leadership, fortified by
her certification as a nonprofit manager
and registration as a fundraising counsel
in Pennsylvania, underscores Breadth of
Hope’s commitment to excellence. Her
wealth of expertise guides the firm in
empowering non-profits, navigating the
intricacies of organizational develop-
ment, and fostering an environment
where purpose-driven initiatives thrive
— culminating in impactful and sustain-
able outcomes for organizations within
the non-profit space.

If you’re looking to elevate your non-
profit’s impact and solidify its future,
Breadth of Hope stands ready to help you.
Contact us at 484-525-0446 or reach out via
email at breadthofhopellc@outlook.com 
to embark on a transformative journey.
We are dedicated to empowering organi-
zations like yours within Pennsylvania
and beyond. For a comprehensive view of
our services and success stories, visit our
website at www.breadthofhope.com.
Let’s collaborate to turn your non-profit
aspirations into a reality that drives lasting
change.
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Breadth of Hope 
readth of Hope, under the visionary leadership of its founder, Lizette Epps,
stands as a prominent non-profit consulting firm at the forefront of
transformative organizational development within the philanthropic sector. 
The unwavering commitment to evaluating prospective non-profits and

enhancing the effectiveness of existing organizations positions Breadth of Hope as a
trusted advisor, adept at navigating the intricate landscape of the non-profit world.
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